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Spring is here, and safety and sustainability is the theme for the new season. It is the perfect time to check in

with the EHS team for reminders, tips, and insight regarding how to protect yourself and others at home and

work.

Please take this 3-minute survey to help us improve our content, understand community training demands,

and provide you with better training resources.

Fire Safety with E-Mobility Devices

The benefits of using an e-mobility device (E-Bike/

E-Scooter) include convenience, cost, and an

exhilarating feeling, but they include lithium-ion

batteries, which have caused an uptick in fires

nationwide. Learn fire safety tips for buying, using,

storing, and charging your device, what to do in the

event of a fire at home and work, and how to

remain safe.

Read more...

Shipping Hazardous Materials

The shipment of hazardous materials is highly

regulated at international, federal, state, and local

levels. EHS provides biological material and dry ice

training, which is required for authorization to ship

clinical, biological, and infectious samples. Lab

staff is required to complete this training every two

years. Penalties for accidents or incidents fall

directly on the shipper and the institution.

Read more...
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Resources for Pregnant Researchers

Working in a laboratory presents a set of unique

risks to researchers. Assessing hazards can be

particularly difficult for pregnant researchers as

data about toxicity can be unclear during different

stages of pregnancy. Review resources for

evaluating the safety of your work while pregnant.

Read more...

Regulated Medical Waste

Regulated medical waste (RWM) or “red bag”

waste is generated when labs and clinics on

campus collect biologically contaminated materials

for disposal. This waste should not be mixed with

regular trash as it can present exposure hazards to

WCM employees. Review guidelines on how to

assess and dispose of items during biological and

clinical procedures. 

Read more...

Sustainable Clothing Practices

Spring is the perfect time to start living more

sustainably by embarking on a deep cleaning

journey to eliminate excess clutter in your living

space, primarily your closet. Here are seven ways

to promote a more sustainable lifestyle by

incorporating eco-friendly practices into your

clothing choices. 

Read more...
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